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PPS SCOPING STUDY Ih: ZPIMP PREDICTIONS FOR RADIATION
YIELDS ON A JUPITER-CLASS GENERATOR

I. Introduction

The Defense Nuclear Agency (DNA) has long supported plasma radiation-source (PRS)

development for assessing radiation hardening of various defense and ommunication systems.

Existing pulsed power generators such as DOUBLE EAGLE. BLACKJACK 5, PHOENIX, and

SATURN deliver from 3 to 10 MA of current to an imploding z pinch and can produce 25 - 75 kJ

of At K-shell radiation (2> 1.6 keV photons) [Ref.1J. The DECADE generator under construction

is designed to deliver ,,20 MA of renmt to the front end. With a z-pinch load, DECADE is

predicted to produce '.300 kJ of argon K-shell emission (> 3.1 keV photons) [Ref.2J. With the

cessation of rouI testing tbenaextgpused powedm w be raqui to produce

mega-joules of radiation in the 0-15 heV range, and several hundred kilo-joules between 30 and
60 keV. The JUPT Design Option Study am (JDOS7) was fanned in ft ummer of 1993
to develop circuit models for this next generation amziine It is anticipated that the JUPiTER
machine will provide -W MA peak load curent. In order to determine ft potential radiation
yields from such a machine DNA has chadrerd the Plaum Physics Division at the Naval Research

Laboratory to undertaik a PRS soaping study. This is one of wveral papers reporting on the results
and conclusions of that study.

In the precursor paper [Ref3] to this report the Whitney-Tho-nhill scaling law [ReS4 and 51

was generalized to account for two problems r. of imploding loads on super high current
generators: (i) large initial radii, and (fi) weak implosions which barely thermalize high atomic

number material like Kr into the K-sheli ionization stage. The resultant algebraic relations for the

radiation yield, termed the J-scaling law, depend on simple properties of the implosion: atomic

number Z, mass loading M, pinch length 1, final kinetic.energy EK, and stagnation radius R1 .

The overriding utility of the scaling approach lies in the rapid and efficient investigation of large

ranges in load and machine parameter space. Reference 3 used the J-scaling law in conjunction

with circuit models to estimate yields on the two leading design candidates for JUPITER: the Linear

Inductive voltage Adder (UA) and the Inductive Energy Store (IES) designs. The peak yields for

the standard point designs of both machines were found to range from r7 MY for Ar, through ,-,3

M1 for Kr, to ,0.3 MJ for Xe. Furthermore, the J-scaling law was used to survey the Ar, Kr,

and Xe yield dependence on pinch length, front end inductance, and switch behavior for various

modifications of the standard designs.
The ease of application of the J-scaling law belies the large investment in its development.

The precursor to the J-scaling law was based on and tested against At experiments on existing

machines [Refs.4j. In this regime one finds good agreement with the data [Ref. 1]. However, Ref.3

noted serious issues in extending the K-shell scaling law to JUPITER load configurations. First,

Mono.c•* aMpod Marc 14,1994. 1



it is highly unclear whether the Z scaling, derived for low atomic number elements, applies to the

ionization dynamics of krypton and xenon, where the L-and M-shell states can act as a major energy

sink. Second, the stagnation physics at -,60 MA on JUPITER may present significant differences

from the case at -10 MA. where the scaling was tested. Third, the optimized yields on JUPIR

are found at large radii but the effects of isbie asymmetries, and tWbudence are unknown in

thisregmi

The goal of the present report is to improve upon the scaling law yield estimates by addressing

in morm detail the first two issues: ionization and stagnation physics. A simple 1-D simulation

code, ZIMP, will be employed to follow the z pinch dynamics on a JUP'lR.-class generator

through implosion, t alization, and subsequent bounce. while coupled to an atomic physics and
radiation transport modeL This will provide an improved maesment of the PRS capabilites on
JUMPTR lad to a better und -s of the unique stagnatio physics at super high Pm, -1
and, because of the capability of spectral resolution in a full radiation calculation, allow a direct

c with stated radiation requirements in various enrgy bins. It should not be presumed
that scaling law calculations are irmlevantin the face of mon complex modeling. As will be pointed
out throughout this paper, scaling law estimates will be used to examine the gross dependence of
the yield in the load mmSS-- - initial radius plane. This allows the ZIMP studies to focus on a

selected region of parameter space with a limited set of runs to determine the optimal conditions.

As the TPIWP code provides minimal spatial resolution by reating the plasma shell as a single

zone, it too will need to be replaced with more complex multi-zone and 2-D simulations. One

should view the scaling law followed by the ZPIMP calculations as the beginning in a sequence of

steps leading to more refined, complex, and more time consuming, yield estimates.

Section II contains an overview of the components in the ZIMP (Z-Pinch IMPlosion)

simulation code. The equations describing the dynamics of the plasma shell as a single zone

are summarized along with the magnetic induction equation, the lumped circuit model driving the
pinch, the atomic physics models, and the radiation transport technique. A low mass core zone

inside the plasma shell is also modeled. Since the code takes a Lagrangian viewpoint, an artificial

viscosity, q.., is defined to effectively soften the implosion [Ref.5]. In Section MI a value for qvis

determined by matching the K-shell yield from a Imlre set of SATURN aluminum experiments.

The resultant code is then used to investigate krypton implosions on a JUPITER-class generator in

Section IV. The JUPITER model in the present paper is a Thevenin equivalent circuit of an early

LIA design. For the q,.•appropriate to SATURN, JUPITER promises poor yields in the higher

photon energy bins. To enhance the yields the pinch compression at stagnation is increased by

arbitrarily lowering qi.. Section V presents a list of radiation fluence test requirements in various

energy bins for JuPIER and converts them to source yields subject to uniformity criteria and
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debris standoff distances. Using ZPIMP with the above mentioned adder circuit, a search over

load mass and initial radius is performed to optimize yields from Ar, Kr, and Xe. The resulting

capabilities from low and high compression pinches are then compared with the required source

yields in tabular foam. The results in the moderate to high energy (>5 keV) photon range point

to a task for load physics on JuPrthr the need to achieve tenfold compression

in initial to final pinch radius. The last Section (VI) contains a summary of the present findings,

limitations on the conclusions, and proposed directions for continued research on JUPr1T loads.

IL The ZPdP Simulation Code

ZPUAP is a cyidrclymmtiID A2 -ciuancd
for modeling z-pinch implosions with a lumped circit model for the generato. The smplifying
festr of the ZPDIP code is the treaet of the main plam load as a single zone lying between
an inner radius Ri and an outer radius R.. Ibis zone carries a mean ion (electroni) density

(). amea ion (electron) mperature TI(T.)., a mean ionization leel < Z >= n./ni. and a
specific tiet ittd internal ampg ea.,~, Figur I shows the plasma -o-ecature and
the geometric variables. Ie dynamic equations are found by volume integration of the standard

momentum and enegy equations. Details of the formulation can be found in Ref.6. Only a

summary of the nmodel equations aem presented here. The separate momentum equations for the
inner and outer radii are, respectively.

d3M 1 i B(
-d v.) = (Oh + p.)2,rR. + qv,.,.2,vwR - I B,2,•dr, (1)

and

#( -(p,- + p. - pc)27 - -(qwj*,,v2wR - q,,.,cirAi) - jR.B2wvdr. (2)

Here M is the total shell mass; I the pinch length; vo(vi) the velocity of the outer (inner) radius;

pi the ion shell pressure = nkB3 j (ka is Boltznann's constant); pe the electron shell pressure

= n*kIT.; p a core pressure for the region between the axis and R&; J the axial current density;

and B# the azimuthal magnetic field. R. is the midpoint of the plasma shell. Because the finite ci

differencing is essentially Lagrangian, both the plasma shell (subscript a) and the core region

(subscript e) have a tensor artificial viscosity [Ref.7] of the form

=i1 + Cp), (3) Ws

3Dist Speoial
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where •i•. is the non-dimensional viscosity parameter, p is the mass density of the zone, At

is the velocity difference between the interfaces of the zone, and C., is the zone's sound speed
-=/liilp). If the zone is expanding, q.,is set to zero. The parameter .,,. is adjusted in the

next section to obtain overall agreement with SATURN aluminum data.

The equations for the ion and electron internal energies in the plasma shell are given by
d M

( -p)2ir( • ( . - Rcv,) - q,",.,2R.(.. - v,) + Q,,ir(A - V) (4)

d ReM Ve"-A

(< Z> -p.2ir(R w.-Rsv)-Qi.(e1(RAR)+j .2r (to)

The transport coefficients for the ion-electran thermal equilibration rae Qe. and the resistivity V

am taken from Bragindi [Ref.8]. 'Ie next to ls term in eqn.(5) is the resistive heating rate in

the shell, and Ad is the plasma's radiation emission raft An ideal gas law is assumed and the

specific ionzationlexctatdin energy ej,, is part of the elecln internal energy:

.:: 4 =1kBhadI (6s)

3o. =jkT./,m, + C.m. (6b)

The core region inside A is assigned 1% of the shell mass, has the same initial temperatur

as the shell, and is treated as a radiationless gas. Its energy equation

d (•IApc) = -p..i,.e.i - q,.,.i-v.-,, (7)

reflects both copeonal and viscous heating. The initial ZIMP code described in Ref.6 did not

include a core zone. Imaging diagnostics on a Russian aluminum wire experiment [Rcf.9] indicate

the formation of a hot core just prior to plasma assembly on axis. Detailed multi-zone radiation-

magnetohydrodynamic simulations of argon implosions on DOUBLE EAGLE [Ref. 10] used a low

density inner core plasma in matching the spectral data for the mean density and temperature at

stagnation. The importance of this dynamic feature was evidenced early in our present research by

the failure to match ZPIMP calculations without a core to SATURN aluminum data presented in

the next section. Hence the present ZIMP version includes a simple, but adequate, treatment in

eqn.(7) of the hot core formation in order to better reflect the observed stagnation physics.

The current density and magnetic field are'related through Ampere's law

.= -- .(.E ). (8)
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The magnetic field obeys an induction equation formed by combining a generalized Ohm's law

with Faraday's law:
8B + = 

(9)

In ZPIMP these field quantities can be calculated on a fine grid and then Maxwell stresses and the

resistive heating are integrated over different volumes as shown in eqns.(l), (2), and (5).
The ionization dynamics and radiation tanspot is time split from the magnetohydrodynamics,

ie., thspecifi iinIzatioftmitationenergy fi,,fthe meanc state < Z >,and the radiation
emission rait A, in the plasm sZll zon ar held constant during a hydro timestep. At the end
of a hydro timet and before the not ome, the above three quantities are updated, subject to the

consrvaionof total electron internal energ (6b,).
Z-pinch implosio wth fourdiffer enemes wi becondder& aluminum, argon, krypton,

and xenon. For the first three of thes materials the atomic level structure is defined through
Detailed Config-i Accounting (DCA). For aluminum, the bar nucleus, all ground state levels
and 121 cied.lvs gsread through the upper eeven ionization stages are followed. Free-

bound transitions to and from all of the levels ae possie and 269 bound-bound tr=sitions are

considered. I' number for argon arm stripped + eighteen pond states + 108 excited levels in

the upper eleven sage and 389 bound-bound transitions; and for krypton stripped + thirty-six

ground states + 61 cited levels in the upper eleven stages, and 184 bound-bound truantions. For
each separte mteri the level populations are determined by a set of atomic rae equations

= D toirsfji -Rf) 
(10)

where f" is the fractional population of level k in the i'th ionic species, and Rji is the net

rate describing the transition in the i'th species from the initial level j to the final level k.

The net rate includes collisional ionization, excitation, and de-excitation, 3-body and radiative

recombination, photo-ionization, pumping, radiative decay, and inner-shell absorption. In general

the time derivative is neglected so that collisional-radiative equilibrium is achieved. Details on the

solution techniques and rate coefficients are summarized in Duston, et al. [Ref. 11].

For xenon, the detailed configuration accounting is a potential future development. Instead, an

Average Atom (AA) approach is used wherein electrons take on non-integral occupation numbers

within a screened hydrogenic model for the atomic structure. Our AA model includes 31 levels:

all quantum sublevels n,I from n = I to 7, and lumped sublevels for n = 8, 9, 10. Thirty-one

recombination edges and 199 dipole allowed transitions are possible with this AA level structure.

The formulas for the n, t electronic energy level structure are taken from Perrot [Refs. 12 and 13],
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with the screening constants from More [Ref. 14] and Marchand, et al. [Ref. 15]. The atomic rates

which couple different levels as in eqn.(10) and the radiative transition probabilities are based on

the hydrogenic approximation of Post, et al. [Ref.16]. The present AA model has been under

development for several years and represents a significant improvement over the standard model

with only ten lumped levels.

Radiation emission from the plasma and opacity are dependent upon the local atomic-level

populations, for not only are photons created by radiative recombination and decay transitions,

such photons also lead to population redistribution. Thus the ionization dynamics and radiation

transport is a strongly coupled problem and must be solved together. The radiation transport of the

bound-bound and bound-free transitions are carried out using the probability-of-escape formalism

described in Apruzese [Ref.17 and 18]. Multi-frequency transport is performed for the free-free

radiation. Because the transport takes place across only one zone, the AA method for ionization

dynamics can use a similar radiation routine as the DCA method.

The generator driving the plasma load is modeled in ZPIMP with a lumped circuit. For the

circuits in this paper the machine is described by an open circuit voltage pulse V.a, an impedance

Z,, and a front end inductance L.. From the circuit viewpoint, the load consists of a variable

inductance pinch of radius &R and length f surrounded by return current posts at RP:

LO.E + Z./T= VOC - '[d l .V(11)1 1

In cgs units with p. = 4w/c 2 , where c is the speed oflight, the vacuum magnetic field B is related

to the load current through B = 21/re. The initial load inductance is given by

U= Vn(I (t 0)). (12)R,, ==0

The generator is coupled implicitly to the plasma dynamics [eqn.(1)] and the field diffusion equation

[eqn.(9)]. The magnetic and total plasma energy in the load region agrees with the time integrated

power delivered to the load from eqn.(l 1) to better than 1%.
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FIg1 Schematic diagram for the z-pinch modeling in the ZPIMP numerical

simulation code. The inner radius X, with velocity V, and outer radius

A., with velocity V., surround the imploding plasma shell with total mass

M, mean ion(electron) density ni(n,), mean ion (electron) temperature

T(T.), specific ionizationtexcitation energy ec.,, radiative emission A,•a,

azimuthal magnetic field B#, and axial current density 3,. The latter two

quantities can have a gradient inside of B.. The region between R. and the

return current radius R. is a vacuum. The radiationless core region between

R1 and the axis has a pressure pm,.. Both the main plasma shell and the

core are subject to an artificial viscosity q1 ..
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MI. Comparison of ZPIMP Calculations with SATURN At Data

A large set of aluminum wire-array experiments were performed on SATURN over the past

few years. The arrays were 2 cm long and consisted of 24 wires of various thickness. The initial

load configurations ranged over an order of magnitude in mass and nearly that in array radius.

The experimental data including the At K-shell yield are reported on and compared with radiation

scaling law predictions by Whitney, et al. Ref.l]. In this section an analogous comparison

is presented with the ZPMP code. In terms of an equivalent Thevenin circuit, the SATURN

generator has a front cd inductance of L. = 9.75 nH and impedance of Z. = 0.167M [Ref.19].

"The circuit and open circuit V.. are displayed in Flg2 . The load mass M, initial radius R.(t = 0),

and length I are chosen to match the experimental data seC To start off the present 2PIM

calculation, the initial load inductance L,. of eqn.(12) is fixed at 2.5 nH by adjusting A, for each

specified 1.(t = 0). The inner radius A at t = 0 is always taken as s/44(t = 0). The initial
temperatue for the shell and the care plasma is 5 eV.

Before comparing the yield data with the calculated values, consider the simulation details for

the implosion with M = 0.657 mg and R.(t = 0) = 1.21 cm. Several properties of the pinch are

displayed in FIgs.3a - 3d. The inductive notch of the load current (I.I,) is near the peak of the

K."ell radiation pulse in Fig.3a, the mininmm of the plasma shell radii in Fig3b, the maximum

shell defisitis in FIg3c, and the maximum shell tempratures in Fig.3d. The implosion time can

be defined as the difference between two fiducial marks: (i) the intercept of a linear fit to the rising

current with the time axis, and (ii) the point of minimum Ia..• during the inductive notch. For

the case in Fig.3, the resulting implosion time is ,-,52 nsec. The inner radius never touches the

central axis in Fig.3b - the whole plasma shell bounces off the hot inner core during the implosion

phase. Note the delay in temperature equilibration between the ions and electrons in Fig.3d. The

thernalization of the kinetic energy in the implosion leads first to a rapid and large heating of the

ions, characteristic of a strong shock phenomenon. The centroid of the K-shell radiation pulse

is shifted toward the expanding phase of the pinch, where the electrons have come into close

equilibration with the ions. The mean ionization level in Fig.3b rises to the He-like plateau at ,,,70

nsec and becomes nearly stripped during the highest compression. For this simulation the time

integrated radiation power from the aluminum K-shell was 52.5 kJ. The experimental value for the

same initial conditions was 63.3 kJ.

.Figure 4 displays the K-shell yields, YK, from the SATURN data set within circles at the

appropriate location in the R. - M plane. The YK value reflects the radiation measured through a

1/3 mil Kapton filter. The broad coverage of the SATURN data over the M - R. plane presents a

challenging data set to match. Unfortunately none of the shots were repeated, so the intrinsic yield

8



fluctuation from shot to shot is unknown. In the ZPIMP simulations the viscosity parameter (,,-

of eqn.(3) was adjusted so that the same value provided a good match to the tluee experimental

shots at M = 0.657 mg. For the displayed fit in Fig.4, P,- = 10. The rest of the simulations were

performed then with the same value. The triangles of Fig.4 contain the K-shell yields as calculated

from the ZPIMP code using the same initial conditions as the experimental circles to which they

are attached. The K-shell yields in the simulations are the sum of ail photons above 1.5 keV, which

is just below the He-a line of aluminum. One immediately notices the remarkably close agreement

between experments and simulations throughout the M - R. plane, except to the right of the plot.

In this latter region the calculations indicate that the kinetic energy of the plasma at implosion is

insufficient to themmlize the entire plasma load into the K-shell ionization stage. In the parlance of

Ref.1, these are implosions with V ~ 1. The larger expeimental values in this domain compared to

those from simulations arise from the presence of large spatial gradients in the plasma at implosion.

ZO0'..167CA Lm9.75 iiH

VO l nH

SATURN

5

4
S3

° 2

0
0 100 200

t (ns)

FIg.2 Equivalent Thevenin circuit for the SATURN generator and the open

circuit voltage V.e waveform. For the calculations of the present paper the

initial load inductance is fixed at 2.5 nH.
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1g Dynamic features of an aluminum implosion on SATURN from the

ZPIMP simulation code. Initial conditions are: M = 0.657 rag, initial R. =

1.21 cm, initial X= 3/4R1 cm, and pinch length f = 2 cm. The viscosity

parameter is ft -- 10. (a) load current and K-shell radiated power, (b)

outer and inner radius, with 1/so the mean ionization level < Z >; (c)

electron and ion densities; (d) electron and ion temperatures. The calculated

K-shell emission is 52.5 kJ while the experimental value for the same initial

load configuration was 63.3 kJ.
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FIgA Aluminum K-shell yields for SATURN in the configuration plane of

load mass - initial radius. The circles contain the experimental data in kJ

from 2 cm long wire arrays. The triangles contain the K-shell yields as

calculated from the ZIMP code using the same initial conditions as the

experimental circles to which they are attached. The viscosity parameter

6is,= 10.
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IV. Krypton Radiation Yields on a JUPITER-Class Generator

In the present paper an early design version of the linear inductive voltage adder [Ref.20] is

used as the JUP1ThR-class generator. A transmission line code was used to conveat the design into

an equivalent Thevenin lumped element circuit. The resulting parameters and open circuit voltage

Voc for this JUPiTIR generator is displayed in Fig.5. To study the dependence of the yield over

a range of peak load currents we scale the machin through the open circuit voltage, keeping the

other circuit parameters fixed. Specifically, the actual open circuit voltage is given by aVe, with

0.4 < ta <5 2. The co arespondin machine will be denoted by UA-I(a). Henriafte the 7•PI

cfor JUPmI aume I = 4 cm. L, = 2.63 nIL Rj(t = 0) = 3/4 IR(t = 0), and
TO = o) = T.(t = 0) = 5 CV.

In order to determi the load mass ad initial radius conditions leadin to the optimal kypton
radiation yields it is not practical to perform hundreds of PIM runs, gradually narrowing down

the optimal region of parme space. Instead a radiation scaling law is used to give abroad brush

pictum of the K-shel yield dependence in the M - R pln A thin shell model for the pinch
dynamics teplaces ZMP d ft implosion is stopped once the circuit has driven the shll to 1/'

of its initial radius. Detailsfthe procedure ae described in Ref3. Krypton K-shell yield contours
for the X rT generator IA-i(a =1) are displayed in Fig.6. It suggests that a series of ZPIMP

runs to obtain improved yield estimates should be performed with initial radii from 3 to 7 cm and

load masses from 10 to 40 mg.
Ofthe six simulations performed the peak krypton K-shell yield for LIA-I(a = 1), only 50 kJ.

is found at M = 20 mg and R. = 5cm. Consider some details of the dynamics for this simulation.

The value for the viscosity parameter• . is the same as that used to match the SATURN data

(=10). Fig.7 shows the evolution of the load current, K-shell radiated power, inner and outer

radii, mean ionization, ion and electron density, and ion and electron temperature. Measuring the

implosion time in a similar way as that described for SATURN, Fig.7a indicates that 4,,7, - 130

nsec. One can see (Fig.7a) that the inductive notch of the load current has dropped the current

from a maximum of -55 MA to -.'33 MA, the outer radius of the plasma load has decreased only

by a factor of ,--5, from R,(t = 0) = 5 cm to R,(tim,) -1 cm (Fig.7b), and the peak electron

tm rre (Fig.7d) is ,-,3 keV at implosion. The ion temperature spike in Fig.7d represents the

thennali-ation of the kinetic energy at implosion.

Figure 8 shows the ZPIMP time integrated synthetic spectra for the above simulation run. The

forest of narrow emission lines below 5 keV arises from L-shell bound-bound transitions. The

recombination edge to the ground state of Li-like krypton lies between these lines and the 5 keV

mark. The strong He-a line, a ls2p(1 Pl) to ls2( I S.) transition, is clearly seen at ,,,3 keV. This
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energy is the lower end of the K-shell radiation. No other prominent K-shell emission lines ame

seen for this case. The continuum beyond - 17 keV is the sum of free-bound transitions to the He-

and H-like ground state. As mentioned above, the K-shell yield, i.e., the integrated emission > 13

keV, for this simulation is 50 kJ. Note that the He-a line is a major contributor to this yield.

In Fig.9 the yields within the various energy bins marked on Fig.8 are shown above the 55

MA peak load current point. The yield in the 15 - 20 keV bin is included in the K-shell yield,

but only - 1/2 of the yield in the 10- 15 keV bin contributes. To display the trend of yield with

load current, a similar search as done above was performed for UA-I(a = 1/b) and LIA-l(a = 2)

circuits. For each of these machines, the scaling law was first used as in Flg.6 to provide a rough

picture of the yield dependence on the initial load configurations. From these plots a limied set of

M - Re(t = 0) conditions were chosen for further study with PIMP simulations. The optimal

conditions were found to be M = 4 mg, R.(t = 0) = 3 cm for UIA-l(a = 0.4), and M = 40 Mg.

R,(t = 0) = 6 cm for LIA-I(a = 2). The calculated yields in the same photon eio.m ins for

these two runs are also presented in Fig.9.

For a JUPITER driver of -60 MA peak load current, one is hoping to achieve much higher

yields inthe 10- 15 keV bin than shown in g9. bproduce I MJ of 10- 15 keV photons this

Agure suggests that it is necessay to develop a JUPfR machine which can deliver at least 80

MA peak load current, a formidable task.

The essential problem in producing higher radiation yields is the lack ofadequate compression

at implosion. The compression ratios of R,(t = 0)/R&(t..,) in the above JUPrIER calculations

aresimilar to the '/s value found in the SATURN simulations. The choice of the viscosity parameter

P,, which essentially controls the com son ratio, was based on matching ZPIMP with the

experimental aluminum K-shell yields for SATURN. Suppose it is possible to achieve higher

com sons on JUPITER than on SATURN; how would that affect the yields? To study this

question requires a harder implosion in the simulations, i.e., one in which the alization of

kinetic energy is delayed until the pinch is tighter. This means, as far as the simulation modeling

is concerned, that the viscosity needs to be lowered. The same M and R.(t = 0) initial conditions

listed in Fig.9 were repeated but with the viscosity parameter Pwt , reduced to 3 instead of the value

10 used above. The results for the yield variation with load current is presented in Fig.10. An

additional point at -40 MA peak load current is also included. The yields in high energy bins

above 10 keV have dr.mtically increased. To reach 1 MJ of 10-15 keV photons on LIA-I(a = 1)

now can be achieved with ,-,55 MA peak load current, sigtrficantly less than the ".80 MA found in

the low compression case of Fig.9. The K-shell yields in this high compression scenario are much

closer to the scaling law predictions, as contained for instance in Fig.6. The K-shell yield for the

M = 20 mg, R.(t = 0) = 5 cm run is now 1040 kJ.
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To discuss the stagnation physics which is leading to the improved yields, consider the details

of the high compression implosion in Fig. 11. The initial conditions (M = 20 mg, R1 = 5(t = 0)

cm) are the same as shown for the low compression case shown in Fig.7. Though the same

peak load current is reached, note the deeper inductive notch in Fig.l la and the associated deeper

implosion in Fig.l lb, Because the viscosity is lower than in Fig.7, the bounce is harder and the

peak kinetic energy is larger. ,,11 MJ in the high compression case compared to ,-,8 MJ in the

low one. In both cases the ion temperature shoots up to tens of keV at themalization, but the peak

electron temperature is ,-,5 keV for high compression case (Fig.1 ld), and only,,,3 keV for the other

(Fig.7d). Furthermore, the electron densities are in the ratio n.(high)hn.(low) = .-,5 from Figs.7c

and 1 ic. Together. these factors lead to a shorter ion-electron equilibration time,

T63A (13)•',•< z > n.'()

for the high con case. This is consistent with the more rapid equilibration and higher peak

T. evidenced in Fig.7d.

The impact upon the K-shefl yield due to the larger n and T. for the high compression case

can be seen by noting the formula for the He-a emission ra.:

"photons cc e-(hv)/T-1-- oR e, n (14)
sec r 1/2

where ?i,. is the He-like ground state density of krypton. This equation is valid in the limit of

coronal equilibrium where every upward excitation to the excited state is followed by a radiative

decay. To attain the opposite extrem of local thermodynamic equilibrium in the K-shell of kiypton

requires n. 1(2 18 cm-s, which far exceeds the peak n. in Fig.1 Ic. This large value follows from

the corresponding required electron density for aluminum (1025) [Ref.21] and the Zn7, scaling to

other elements [Ref.22]. Using the above values for T, and ne leads to a factor of -20 enhancement

in the He-a bound-bound photon production rate for the high compression case compared to that

for low compression. This factor would be even larger if the slight increase in mean ionization of

Fig.l lb over that in Fig.7b were taken to indicate a slightly enhanced nHe for the i.gh compression

case. Given that the K-shell pulse widths in Fig.7a and 1 la are nearly the same, and the dominance

of the He-a contribution to the total K-shell yield for this implosion, the factor of ,20 explains the

ratio in the K-shell yield of the two cases: YK(high)IYK(low) = (1040 kJ)/(50 kJ).

Thus the large difference in the yield is due to moderate changes in the plasma conditions

during the thermalization phase, i.e., the faster temperature equilibration coupled with the enhanced

electron density of a higher compression. As pointed out in the first paper in this series on scaling
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law estimates of JUPER yields [Ref.31, the optimal yielding implosions for krypton on JUPITER
are weak implosions in the sense that the kinetic energy is barely sufficient to thermalize the whole
plasma into the K-shell ionization stage. Using 17 as the ratio of the kinetic energy per particle
over the energy needed to ionize the atom to a 50%He- 50%H-like configuration [Ref.4], these
implosions have q "E 1. Such implosions were only crudely treated by the J-scaling law described

in Ref.3, and the present results of Figs.9 and 10 attest to the sensitivity of the yields arising from

the complexity of the stagnation physics.

ZoVO.=a L4=.703.,H

VOLTAGE ADDER

20 . . . . . . . .
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MS Equivalent Thevenin circuit for a JUPITER generator. The circuit is

based on an early version of the linear inductive voltage adder, hereinafter

called LIA-1. For the calculations of the present paper the initial load

inductance is fixed at 2.63 nH and the pinch length is 4 cm. For different

machine versions the amplitude of the open circuit voltage is multiplied by
a parameter a between 0.4 and 2. The corresponding version is termed

LIA- (a).
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I6 Yield contours in the load msss initial radius plane for kzypton K-shell
radiation. Mhe yields are based on a combination of the thin shell dynamics
for the load, the UA-I(a =1 ) design of FIg.5, and the K-shell J-ang law
of Rd.3. The implosion is stopped at 1/7 of the initial radius. This graph
suggests the region of initial conditions where ZPIMP calculations can focus

on improved yield estimates.
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f1g.7 Dynamic features of a krypton implosion on the JUPITER circuit

LIA-I(a = 1) fron the ZMP simulation code. Initial conditions are: total

mass M = 20 mg, initial R. = 5 cm, initial •= 3/4R. cm, and pinch

length I = 4 cm. The viscosity parameter (8,.= 10) is chosen to give a

similar compression (I/s) as used to match the SATURN data in Fig.4. (a)

load current and K-shell radiated power; (b) outer and inner radius, with
'/s of the mean ionization level < Z >; (c) electron and ion densities; (d)

electron and ion tempeMres. The calculated K-shell emission is 50 kJ.
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][&9 Krypton yields vs peak load current in various photon energy bins for

the circuits ULA-1(a = 0.4,1.0,2.0). The load mass and initiad radius for

the different implosions are shown at the top. The viscosity parameter(P,.=
10) for this case leads to low compressions where R.(tim,)/&R(t= O) is
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flg.1O Krypton yields vs peak load current in various photon energy bins

for the circuits LIA-I(a = 0.4,1.0,2.0). The load mass and initial radius

for the different implosions are shown at the top. The viscosity parameter

(pvi= 3) for this case leads to high compressions where RX(timp/Ro(t =0)
is~ 1/10.
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flg.11 Dynamic featres of a krypton implosion on the JUPTER circuit

LUA-1(a = 1) from the ZPIMP simulation code. Initial load conditions are

the same as in Fig.7. The viscosity parameter (j5,= 3) is chosen to give

a higher compreion (- 1/jo) than in Fig.7. (a) load current) and K-shell

radiated power; (b) outer and inner radius, with 1/6 mean ionization level

< Z >; (c) electron and ion densities; (d) electron and ion temperatures.

The calculated K-shell emission is 1040 kJ.
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V. JUPITER Capabilities vs. Radiation Requirements

The final task before us is to use the ZPIMP simulation code to predict JUPITER yields in

various energy bins and compare the results with stated radiation testing requirements. Table I lists

radiation fluence requirements for simulator testing and the corresponding source yields resulting

from fluence uniformity on target. The impact on source yield due to various standoff distances

imposed by debris shielding is presented in Table 1i. Table IM lists the optimal yields in the energy
bins from argon, krypton, and xenon calculated with the ZPIMP code for the JUPITER-class

machine LIA-I(a =1) of F•-5. A detailed description of the tabular columns foIlows.
From T. Kennedy's presentation at JIDOS-3 [Ref.23] the fluence uirements of Table I are

separated into five photon energy bins, denoted by the letters A - E The bin nomenclature and

energy limits are listed in the first two columns. Cases D and E have been amended to include an

upper bound on the photon energy. The minimal requrements from T. Kennedy of fluence on the

target surface, target area, and uniformity we given in the third through fifth column, respectively.
Assume that th target presents a disc normal to the line of sight from the source. The radius of

such a disc, r, is readily computed in column six from the stated area Let D be the distance from

the source to center of the target, u the uniformity requirement, and t the filter transmission factor.

The geometry is depicted in Fig.12. If Y is the source radiation yield, the fluence at the center of
th U& tis

FCMt-- t4-'W-, (15)

while th e fluence at the target edge is

Y
Fod = t4•D( +r) co.9. (16)

The angle 9 arises from the fact that the radiation from the source striking the edge of the target is

at an angle to its surface normal. Since the target was assumed flat, the angle is the same as that
subtended by the target at the source. Because the target shapes may not be flat, results in Table

I are given with and without the angle correction. To satisfy the uniformity requirement one must

have FP.. Ž_ uFP ,, and the nimum distance which can satisfy this requirement, neglecting

the angle term in eqn.(16), is

Di = I u. (17)

On the other hand, if the angle term is included and one notes that cos 0 = D/VDD2 -+rT, then

(Dnjr ) = U[(Dm. 1])2 ] (18)
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The resulting D.i,. are listed in columns seven and eight and show that the angle factor can make a
significant difference. Given the transmission factor of column nine, and the distances of columns
seven and eight, the minimum required source yield in each energy bin is presented in the last

column of Table L For comparison, we note that the largest K-shell yields to date, 76 kJ above 1

keV, has been achieved on SATURN with Al wire array implosions. An improvement of a factor

of -22 is needed by JUPITER just to meet the minimum yield requirement for case B.

The minimum distance for uniformity of Table I does not, however, account for the physical

aparatus needed to protect the target from particulate debris. Tis paratu with its shields and
fast valves, imposes a physical separation between the source and the test object which is termed

the debris mitigation distance. The mitigation apparatus for a JUPIr1R class generaw demands

a si R & D effort Anticipati-g future technology imovements, Table IU includes an

estimated range for the debis mitigation disace in column five. The five test cases A -E, their

energy bins, required fluences, and transmission factors are also repeated in the first four'columns of

"1Tble IL Based on the fluence and transmission factor, and the minlmax range in debris mitigation

disance the required source yields can readily be calculaed from eqn.(15). These ae presented
as ringes in the correspodi bins in the last column of Table IL Clearly there is a lot to be gained

in Nr=m of the required yields if the R & D on debris mitigation can reduce the standoff distc
Noe theit the minimum debris mitigation distance for some of the cases A - E is smaller than the

correspnading minimum distance for uniformity based on eqn.(18) and listed in Table L On the
other hand, if the angle between the radiation and the target normal is unimportant, the uniformity
condition is automatically satisfied by comparing the distances of column seven of Table I and

those in column five of Table IL A further discussion of this issue is given by Hedermann in the

Final MOST Report [e.24].
Given the source rts of Table I or Table II, what can one expect in the various

energy bins from a JUPITER-class generator? An answer to this question can be provided by using

ZPIMP to calculate the radiation yields from specific load configurations. The specific JUPITER

design used in the calculations is that of Fig.5, with a = 1. As above, a general view of the yield

dependence on initial radius RB.( = 0) and load mass M was created by using the K-shell J-scaling

law [Ref.3] on this generator for argon, krypton, and xenon. Once the promising region in the
M - R. was determined (the pinch length was fixed at 4 cm), ZPIMP runs were performed for a

limited set of conditions within this region and the optimal configuration was sought. For argon

and krypton the ionization dynamics was treated with a DCA model as described in Section II;

for xenon, the AA model. Because the compression of the pinch based on the viscosity parameter

Ag. wm found to be very important in the krypton yields of Section IV, both low compression

(, -- 10) and high mp on (s,,, = 3) runs were made. The optimal material, load
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configurations, and calculated yields are presented for each radiation bin in Table MI. Note the large
yield improvements with the high (column eight) over the low (column seven) compression cases,

especially for bins C through E. As explained in the previous section, this difference reflects the

higher electron densities, faster thermal equilibration, and enhanced K-shell emission of the high

compression runs compared with the low.

The final two columns of Table II repeat the range of required yields: column nine from the

last column of Table I; column ten from the last column of Table 1. The values in column nine are

based on eqn.( 18), ie., the ca 0 term of eqn.(16) is included. The maximum in the projected range

of required yields (columns nine and ten) is clearly that arising from the largest debris mitigation

distance - the upper value of the last column in Table HI. The minimum in the same projected

range is from column nine for bins A - C, and the lower value of the last column for bins D and

F. The last four columns of Table HI effer a direct comparison between predicted capabilities and
anticipated requirements for the source yield on JUPITER. For bin A, even the simulation with

low compression exceeds the largest yield requirement. The radiation in this lowest energy photon

bin is entirely from argon L-shbel continuum and line emission. The plasma Te need only be a
couple hundred eV to radiate efficiently in the 0- I keVregime, i.e., the photon output is not tied
to a large implosion velocity. Hence a large load mass can be used to boost the yield. For bin B,

only tho required yield for the largest debris mitigation distance is beyond the predicted krypton
capabilities for low or high compresson The next bin, C, presents a transitional situation: The
low compression kiyptn yields are below all of the required yields, while the opposite holds for

the high compression case. For the high energy bins D and E, both the low and high compression

simulations for krypton and xenon give yields below the range of required values, though the high

compression krypton yield for bin D, 280 kJ, is close to the required yield if the minimum debris

mitigation distance is realizable.
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1f.12 Geometry used to transpose a radiation hluence requirement at a target

of area A into an yield requirement Y from a point source a distance D away.
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Table I. Minimum Yields for Uniformity

required required minimum minimum filter required
photon required test fluence test distance distance transmission source yield

bin flunce area uniformity radius [qLn.(17)] [eqa.(18)] factor (uniformity)
(iMV) ("a/m2) (CM2) (cm) (cm) (cm) (kJ)

A 0- 1 1 25,000 80% 89.2 178.4 222.7 0.8 2093-3261
B 1 -5 1 20,000 80% 79.8 159.6 199.3 0.8 1675-2612
C 5- 15 1 10,000 80% 56.4 112.8 140.8 0.8 837-1304
D 15-30 5 60 90% 4.4 13.2 163 0.8 57-87
E 30-60 5 25 90% 2.8 8.4 10.4 0.8 23-36

Table H. Minimum Yields for Debris Mitigation

mmin-max
fiber de&b -4wrmd

bo aqzed transmisson mi b source yiM
bbn-.: nance factor distance (debris)

- t~V) (•Cm=2) (cm) (k')

"A 0-1 1 0.8 200-300 2630-5918
B 1-5 1 0.8 180-270 2130-4793
C 5-15 1 0.8 125-190 1027-2374
D 15-30 5 0.8 30-50 296-822
E 30-60 5 0.8 20-40 132-526

Table rn. ZIMP Voltage Adder Simulations (LIA-I(a = 1)]

low high required required
photon initial pinch compression compression source yield source yield

bin materi mass radius leegth soure yield murceyield (uniformity) (debris)
(kV) (mg) (NO) (cm) (Mi) () (k) (Mi)

A 0-1 Ar 60 3 4 7820 11000 3261 2630-5918
B 1-5 Ar 20 3 4 3060 4390 2612 2130-4793
C 5-15 Kr 20 5 4 609 2570 1304 1027- 2374
D 15-30 Kr 10 5 4 17 280 87 296-822
E 30-60 Xe 5 5 4 - 50 36 132-:526
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VI. Summary and Conclusions

In a previous paper on the JUPITER PRS scoping study we noted three fundamental load

issues: stagnation physics, high Z ionization dynamics, and stability. These rendered the predicted

K-shell yields from the J-scaling law uncertain. The present report was focused on pmviding an

improved estimate for yields in pecific energy bius by using a I-D radiation-magnetohydrodynamic

code, ZIMP, to simulate implosions on one JUPITER circuit. The ZPMP code addressed the

first two of the above issues: stagnation physics by following the load dynamics from somne early

ionized phase through the implosion and bounce, and ionizaton/ excitaion dynamics by using a

detailed atomic physics package with selfc radiation transport This model was coped
to a simple lumped circuit for the JUPiTER driver. The advantage of ZPMP is its simple treatment

of the plasma load as a single zone or shell There are separe momentum equations for the iner

and outer shell radii, a single ion internal energ equation, and a single electron intenal energy

equatim (Fig.1). Since the computation time for radiation transport scales faster than the square
of the number of zones, this single zone aroach offers expediency in calculation. In our study
of SATURN implosions it was found necessary to include a non-radiating, low density, inner zone

which developed into a hot more at implosion.
.Mie viability of ZIMP was investigated by comparing the aluminum K-she" yields from

z-pinch experimnnts on SATURN with ZPIMP simulations. The results, in the initial load

configuation (M - R.) plane of Fig.4, showed excllent agreement with the data, except in the
region of weak implosions where the kinetic energy is insufficient to ionize the entire plam into the.

K-shell. The viscosity parameter &- of the simulations ( = 10) was determined by matching three

of the data points and then using the same value for the remainder of the simulations. A detailed

study of one of the implosions in Fig.3 indicate a typical compression ratio R.(t,,)/R.(t = 0)
of,". 1/S.

In order to calculate radiation yields from a JUPITER-class generator, an early version of

the linear inductive voltage adder (LUA- 1) was converted to an equivalent Thevenin circuit (Fig.5).

The circuit was used to represent more and less energetic machines by scaling the open circuit

voltage (= aVoe) while keeping the other circuit parameters fixed. This enabled us to look at

the yield dependence as a function of the peak load current. For each machine version, termed

LIA-I(a), a search was performed in the M - R. plane to find optimal yielding conditions. A

typical implosion dynamics was presented in Fig.7. The time integrated spectra (Fig.8) was divided

into various energy bins and the yield in each bin was plotted in Fig.9, along with the optimal yields

for the other machine versions. This figure showed disappointing yields, and to improve them the
6 ,. parameter, initially set to match the SATURN data (=10), was lowered to 3 to obtain higher
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compressions. The high compression yields in Fig.10 were significantly improved. Comparison

of the dynamics for the high compression case (Fig. 11) with the same load conditions but low

compression (Fig.7), demonstrated that the yield improvement was due to a speedier equilibration

of the electron temperature in conjunction with a higher electron density at implosion. The moderate

changes led to a factor of ,20 enhancement of the total K-shell yield, most of it coming from the

He-a line emission. This result pointed out the significance of stagnation physics modeling for

those implosions with i, 1

Finally, the ZPIMP code was used to estimate optimal yields in the energy bins listed

in the requirmnts for JUPIER. This search was performed for LUA-I(a = 1) of Fig.5

over the pinch materas argon, krypton, and xenon. The stated fluence requirements in ewah

photon energy bin was converted to a required source yield, first by satisfying the fluence target

uniformity requirement (Table I), and then using an estimate for the debris mitigation distance

('rble II). Comparison with projected yields from the JUPITER design model were given in

Table IIL Anti-ipating improvements in load physics understanding and control, high implosion

S=o0) o/] as well as low implosion (- %I/) cases were reported. In the lower

energy bins, A (0- kMV) and B (1-5 keV), the calculated yields from either omp on cas

are close to or exceed those required. This reflects the fact that for argon, JUPITER implosions can

reach the efficient scaling regime where the yield scales with I-ad kineic energy. But in the highest

bins, D(15 - 30 WeV) and B (30- 60 keV), the present calculations indicate that predicted yields

fall short of the required ones. Here, the implosions are in the low 9 regime and the subsequent

yields are susceptible to the details of the stagnation physics, such as temperature equilibration as

shown above.

Both the previous report and the present one predict that low Z elements will be efficient

radiators on a JUPriTE-class genat-Mr in the 0- 1 and 1 - 5 keV photon energy bins. The

optimal K-shell yields of aluminum (Q 1.6 keV) and argon (Q 3.1 keV) are consistently projected

with the J-scaling law, as well as ZPIMP simulations, to be -,,30% of the load kinetic energy. But

these reports cannot be viewed as the end of theoretical research on JUPITER PRS loads. Firm

predictions for JUPITER's yield capability above 10 keV are not in hand due to a number of load

physics and related simulation modeling issues. Five of these issues are discussed next

(i) The present report noted that the pinch could not be treated as a plasma shell imploding

through a vacuum onto the axis. It was found necessary to include a core plasma which heats up

and contributes to the softening of the primary load's collapse on axis. Experimental evidence for

early plasma formation on axis was noted by Aivazov [Ref.9J for aluminum wire loads. These

authors also suggested that the blowoff from each wire during the initial current rise subsequently

collapses prior to the main plasma mass due to its low density. Other theoretical analyses by
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Bloomberg, et al., [Ref.25] led to the conclusion that one does not expect the later evolution of the

wire plasma to be dependent upon initial conditions. However, a re-investigation of this problem by
Whitney, et al. [Ref26] using a similar approach, found that SATURN kilovolt yields vary directly
with the theoretical tempera-e achieved in the early wire explosion phase of the pinch dynamics.
Indirect evidence also exists for the importance of a pre-formedcore plasma and enhanced transport

coefficients for argon gas puffs (Mef.1O]. The simulations in this reference, which were matched to

experimental pinch densities and temperatu at implosion, suggest that the primary load bounces

off a hot ce rather than collapsing all the way to the axis. Tme origin of the cora plasma for gas

puff reects the initial density distriution aising from the nozie jet, iLe, the region within dte
gas puff shell is not a vacuum. The wire ary diagnstip s the detailed analysis of arg gas puffs,
and the present study to match a lr set of SATURN data all point to the potetially important
influence of the stanq phe for pinc dynamics. Th response of the ealy wire blowoff or gas

puff density profile to the larger dJl/d of JUPIrr compared to present machin•s is presently
unknown. These aspects need detailed ion, especially since a pro-formed, axial plasma

would hinde the potential for hig cp on [Re(t = 0)/,(tip)Z1 pinches. Based on
th LIA design in this report, such pinces were found to be essential if one hopes to match the
radiation requirements in the photon energy bins above S ktV.

(ii)In order to acheve copious amounits (_ MI) of high energy photons (Ž10 kV) it will be
necessary to implode high atomic nmber (Z.. > 18) material to sufficiently high velocity that it
is ionized into the K-shell stage upon themalization. For JUPTER designs which reach ,,,60 MA
peak load current this means that the implosions will not have enough kinetic energy to thermalize

the bulk of a high Z load into the K-shell, or it will not carry sufficient mass to radiate efficiently. In

the parlance of Ref3, optimal radiating loads on JUPIER havei ,,, 1 for krypton, and qj < 1 for

xenon. The present ZPIMP study of krypton on a JUPiTER-class generator clearly demonstrated

the sensitivity of krypton K-shell yields to moderate changes in the mean plasma density and

temperature at implosion. It should also be obvious that the high energy radiation yield will be

susceptible to plasma gradients at implosion, not only because distinct regions of the plasma will
radiate differently than the average conditions, but also because radiation transport depends upon
local gradients. The potential for stability and enhanced yields through innovative load designs
can be ascertained only if the details of the plasma dynamics ar properly treated. This includes

a better understanding through eweriments and modeling of the instabilities, zippering, enhanced

tasport coef-cnt, and general turbulence acting in the plsma to soften the implosion (Ref.5]

and broaden the radiation pulse width. The present phenomenological treatment of this stagnation

physics through the viscosity parameter fl,. tied to SATURN data makes the extension of the

model to JUPrTER load currents uncertain. Research is under way to see if the comparisons
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with SATURN made in Fig.4 lead to similar viscosity models for the other existing pulsed power

generators: PHOENIX, BLACKJACK 5, DOUBLE EAGLE. Altogether, these comments make

the case for load studies with multi-zone I -D and 2-D simulations which concentrate on the plasma

profiles during implosion. Initial work on 2-D stability has begun [Ref.27J, but it is a large

undlertaking for the details depend on the history of the pinch when coupled to the driver.

(iii) Not only is the plasma dynamics important in high Z, lown implosions for the high energy

photon yields mentioned in (i) and (ii) above, so is the atomi physics and ionizaion/excitaom

dynamics. For high A.. radiators, the pro-implosion radiative losses throgh L- and even M-shell

emnsson rob fom the imploson energy and thereby lowr the ioization level at thermalization.
A sys•matic idnigon into the krypton yield dependence on the modeling of the L-sbeZ was
presented by Davis [RM.28] at the second MOST meeting. Both the krypton DCA model used
in the present work and the oem in Ref.28 should be amended with an extensive M-shell model
Improvements to the atomic physics model for kypton are s-aightforwad, but time consuming
in code updating. For xenon, the potential pr•-K-shell loses as well as the the atomic physics

details re more severe. It has been customary to use an average atom (AA) to treat very high
Z materiaL It offers the advantages of rapid calculation while at the same time some treatment

of complex L and M-rwllC tIOnic. strucame. Homever, because vaious rates we scaled from
hyformulas It also may o Irem-p n the effect of radiative transitions. Thus th poor
yield from xenon in Table M may be indicative of the difficuky in achieving the K-shell ionization

stag due to the dominant lrid M-shell energy sinks, or it may be only a reflection of the inherent

assumpios of the AA approach.
(iv) aosely connected to the ionization dynamics of high Z materials is the radiation transport

of the fir-bound continuum emission. In the J-scaling law of Ref.3, the total K-shell emission is

included in yield estimates. For the present work, ZPIMP uses a probability-of-escape technique

for the free-bound emission which transports all the emitted radiation as if it had the frequency at

the edge. In order to increase the yield in the highest energy (> 30 keV) bins, load composition

and design may be engineered to put out most of the high energy radiation from recombination

to K-shell states. In this case a nmui-frequaey radio trmaport is the technique for properly
calculating the emitted spectrum. Since the He- and H-like continuum for krypton and xenon

extends far beyond the edge, the opacity evaluated at the edge is inaccurate. In the high energy
photon bins the shape of the spectrum is important for determining what is essentially a small

component of the total emitted radiation. One should also note that by the nature of an AA atomic

physics model the free-bound continuum from the K-shell stages is underestimated whenever the

mean charge state < Z > is less than Z,,, -2. Because the bound energy levels in a AA model

are not as negative with a higher < Z >, the free-bound continuum is shifted to lower energies
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than it should be for iq- I implosions wherein the bulk of the plasma is not in the K-shell. Thus

a realistic estimate of the highest energy emission is best accomplished with a DCA atomic model

[point (iii) above] in conjunction with multi-frequency radiation transport. The drastic conclusion

that a PRS cannot produce the required high energy (> 30 keV) radiation yield and one must look

to othr techniques, is at the least simply premature. Future work on the high energy component

could address the problem of xenon ionization dynamics with a modified DCA atomic model and

multi-frequency transport.
(v) Finally, the present ZP7P code is designed to run off of a lumped circuit model for the

circuit. This is e for the linear voltage adder for which the voltage pulse orinates far

away in time fivmthe load and the load behavior does not aher the pulse, ecept for long Z 200
mc i•mposion times But for my inductive storage design, the driving open cicuit voltage is
effectively that re--- atmon the plama opning switch. This element is dose to the load and
the voltage does respond to the load's behavior. h saling law calculations of RPef3 do treat
the circuit as a transmission line, but 2PIP, and more advanced multi-zone I-D and 2-D codes,

should be revised to do hikew. This would allow detailed simulation models to address specific
aspem of power flow and load c n o various machine de" s particulady if the revised
code also included electron losems • nic ted ussioa In he ttra difficulty
i self-condtCty couplin the am=y frm a transmission line circuit into the frot end load
reiones ien t dtffusion of the do l mnagnetic field inside the plam region. This problem
is presently unde i levopm. The revised E ,P code should also investigate radiation yields
from the recent JUPTE design versions for the LIA and IES. Both deliver more kinetic energy

than the circuit used in the present paper and offer the potential for larger yields than UA-1 in the
energy bins of Table I.L In thee new gns Ref. showed that improved K-shell yields for argon
could be achieved if the pinch length was incresed form 4 to 6 cm, while shorter pincher lengths

(~-.2 cm) proved beneficial for xenon.
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